Figure 36. Map showing Bureau of Land Management (BLM) salable mineral commodity sites in the study area for the Southern Idaho and Northern Nevada Sagebrush Focal Area, Nevada, Idaho, and Utah (Dicken and San Juan, 2016). USGS, U.S. Geological Survey.
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EXPLANATION

BLM—Salable mineral commodities: commodity, case disposition
- Stone (specialty, weathered, riprap, crushed, dimension): authorized
- Stone (specialty, weathered, riprap, crushed, dimension): closed, expired
- Gemstone: authorized, closed, expired, pending, withdrawn
- Pumice, volcanic cinder: authorized
- Pumice, volcanic cinder: closed
- Sand and gravel: authorized, pending
- Sand and gravel: closed, expired, rejected
- To be defined, none: closed

Base data
- USGS study area boundary
- USGS study area boundary (North-Central Idaho Study Area)
- Proposed withdrawal areas
- Proposed withdrawal additions
- State boundaries
- County boundaries
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